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POWER7: IBM’S NEXT-GENERATION
SERVER PROCESSOR
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

THE POWER7 IS IBM’S FIRST EIGHT-CORE PROCESSOR, WITH EACH CORE CAPABLE OF
FOUR-WAY SIMULTANEOUS-MULTITHREADING OPERATION. ITS KEY ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES INCLUDE AN ADVANCED MEMORY HIERARCHY WITH THREE LEVELS OF ON-CHIP
CACHE; EMBEDDED-DRAM DEVICES USED IN THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF THE CACHE; AND A
NEW MEMORY INTERFACE. THIS BALANCED MULTICORE DESIGN SCALES FROM 1 TO 32
SOCKETS IN COMMERCIAL AND SCIENTIFIC ENVIRONMENTS.

......

Over the years, IBM’s Power
processors have delivered many innovations to the marketplace,1 including RISC
architecture, advanced branch prediction,
out-of-order execution, data prefetching, multithreading, dual-core chips,2 on-chip highbandwidth memory controllers,3 and highly
scalable symmetric multiprocessing (SMP)
interconnects. In this seventh-generation
Power processor, IBM introduces a balanced,
high-performance eight-core multichip design
with a large on-chip embedded DRAM
(eDRAM) cache and four-way simultaneous
multithreading (SMT).4 The Power7 processor is fabricated in IBM’s 45-nm siliconon-insulator (SOI) technology using copper
interconnects and 11 layers of metal. The
chip is 567 mm2 and contains 1.2 billion
transistors.
This article describes the key architectural
features of the Power7. Currently, IBM
offers three different packages:
 a low-end

organic package with
reduced pin count, one memory controller, and three 5-byte SMP links for
building systems with up to four
sockets;

 a high-end ceramic package with two

memory controllers and five 10-byte
SMP links for building systems with
up to 32 sockets; and
 a computationally intensive package
offering 32 cores per socket, with
double-width internal buses for highperformance computing applications.

Key design features
Figure 1 shows the Power7 chip, including
the eight processor cores, each having 12 execution units capable of running four-way
SMT. To feed these eight high-performance
cores, the Power7 processor has two memory
controllers, one on each side of the chip. Each
memory controller supports four channels of
DDR3 (double data rate three) memory.
These eight channels together provide 100
Gbytes per second (GB/s) of sustained memory bandwidth. At the top and bottom of the
chip are the SMP links, providing 360 GB/s
of coherence bandwidth, which lets the
Power7 chip efficiently scale up to 32 sockets.
In addition to its high-performance core
design, the processor features a balanced design, with significant improvements in key
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Figure 1. Power7 die photo. The Power7 chip includes eight processor
cores, each with 12 execution units capable of running four-way
simultaneous multithreading (SMT), and includes a 32-Mbyte embedded
DRAM (eDRAM) cache, integrated memory and I/O controllers, and both
local and remote symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) links.

server attributes, such as single-thread performance; system throughput performance;
system scalability for a wide spectrum of
customer workloads; energy efficiency; and
robust reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS).
Single-thread performance is improved in
the Power7 processor with deeper out-oforder execution, better branch prediction,
and reduced latencies to various resources,
such as the caches and translation lookaside buffers (TLBs). In single-thread
mode, practically all of the core’s resources
can be used by the single thread.
Core throughput performance has been
improved through the addition of four-way
SMT, better sharing of core resources
among the threads, and larger resource
sizes. This allows the processor to provide
increased core performance compared to
the Power6, but with a smaller, moreenergy-efficient core. The Power7 is designed
to adapt quickly to varying operating environments. The eight cores can provide 32
concurrently executing threads, yielding a
high throughput per socket.
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Alternatively, some cores can be turned
off, reallocating energy and cache to the
remaining cores for improved core-level performance. Each core has its own digital
phase-locked loop (PLL), enabling independent frequency control per core to match
workload demands. Furthermore, turning
off some threads within a core allows for
distributing the core execution resources
among the remaining threads, resulting in
better thread performance. Because cores
and threads can be turned on and off,
dynamically varying each core’s operating
frequency and dynamically partitioning and
reallocating the massive eDRAM cache, the
Power7 processor can meet a wide range of
rapidly changing operating requirements in
an energy-efficient manner.
At the socket and system levels, advances
in the cache hierarchy, memory bandwidth,
interconnect technology, coherence protocol,
and significant core and cache power reduction allow the transition from a two-core
chip to an eight-core chip, while maintaining
the balance of memory and snoop bandwidth per core. Balancing computational
power with bandwidth is critical when building large systems with high scalability.
Power7’s design and packaging options
make it possible to use Power7 chips in various systems, from single-socket blades to
high-end 32-socket servers, to multipetaflop
clustered systems.

Power7 core design
Figure 2 shows the Power7 core floorplan, along with the level-2 (L2) cache.
This floorplan includes six main regions:
the instruction-fetch unit, the instructionsequencing unit, the load-store unit, the
fixed-point unit, the vector and scalar floatingpoint unit, and the decimal floating-point
unit. The instruction-fetch unit contains a
32-Kbyte instruction cache (I-cache), and
the load-store unit contains a 32-Kbyte
data cache (D-cache), which are both backed
up by a tightly integrated 256-Kbyte
L2 cache.
In a given cycle, each Power7 core can
fetch up to eight instructions, decode and
dispatch up to six instructions, and issue
and execute up to eight instructions. There
are a total of 12 execution units within
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each core: two fixed-point units, two loadstore units, four double-precision floatingpoint unit (FPU) pipelines, one vector, one
branch execution unit (BRU), one condition
register logic unit (CRU), and one decimal
floating-point unit pipeline. The two loadstore pipes can also execute simple fixedpoint operations. The four FPU pipelines
can each execute double-precision multiplyadd operations, accounting for 8 flops/cycle
per core. The decimal floating-point unit,
first introduced in the Power6 processor,5
accelerates commercial applications.
Each Power7 core is designed to improve
performance while considerably reducing
core power. In addition, the processor implements robust RAS features and can detect
most soft errors. Upon soft-error detection,
the core automatically flushes the instructions in the pipeline and refetches and reexecutes them, thus avoiding any data
integrity problem. Unlike the previous generation, the Power7 processor doesn’t have
any dedicated error-recovery unit. Instead,
it takes advantage of out-of-order execution
resources and branch-redirect capability to
recover from soft errors.
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Figure 2. Processor core floorplan, along
with the level-2 (L2) cache. This floorplan
includes six main regions: the instructionfetch unit (IFU), the instruction-sequencing
unit (ISU), the load-store unit (LSU), the
fixed-point unit (FXU), the vector and scalar
unit (VSU), and the decimal floating-point
unit (DFU). The IFU includes both a condition
register logic unit (CRU) and a branch execution unit (BRU). The L2 cache is 256 Kbytes.

Cache hierarchy
The cache hierarchy (see Figure 3) has
been reoptimized to suit the area and power
constraints of an eight-core die, as well
as the out-of-order pipeline and ultra-highfrequency L1 cache access of the new core
design.6 A small, private L2 cache with low
latency and high throughput complements a
massive, dense, low-power, on-chip L3 shared
cache, which was constructed using IBM’s
proprietary high-speed eDRAM technology.
The private, 256-Kbyte, eight-way associative L2 cache uses high-speed SRAM technology to achieve an eight-processor clock
load-to-use latency, while providing enough
combined read/write bandwidth per core to
support the high volume of store-through
traffic. The L2 cache aggressively reorders
storage operations to fully exploit the relaxed
rules prescribed by the PowerPC storage architecture,7 and enables the high volume of
system coherence traffic needed to scale
robustly to up to 32 sockets.
A large, roughly 30-Mbyte pool of shared
cache, along with low-latency access to 2 to

4 Mbytes of cache per core, is needed to
maintain adequate cache footprints for complex server workloads. Previous IBM servers
have exploited massive off-chip eDRAM
caches and large on-chip SRAM caches.8
For the Power7 processor, the off-chip signaling required to provide bandwidth for eight
cores to interact with an off-chip DRAM
cache would have been prohibitive. To solve
this challenge, the technology team developed
a high-speed eDRAM and incorporated it
into IBM’s 45-nm SOI process, enabling
support for both high-speed logic circuits
and eDRAM on the same processor die.
The density and power characteristics of
the eDRAM make it ideally suited for the
shared, 32-Mbyte, highly associative onchip L3 cache. The eDRAM requires only
one-fifth of the standby energy used by a traditional SRAM cell, while using less than
one-third the area. The overhead for
refreshes traditionally incurred by DRAM
has been eliminated because the eDRAM
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Figure 3. Power7 cache hierarchy. Each Power7 core has a 32-Kbyte instruction cache, a
32-Kbyte data cache, a 256-Kbyte L2 cache, and a 4-Mbyte local region of a 32-Mbyte
shared L3 cache.

macroarchitecture effectively hides refreshes
by scheduling them concurrently with other
operations.
In addition to the technological advantage
provided by eDRAM, the L3 cache enjoys an
innovative organization that migrates data
toward whichever 4-Mbyte localized regions
provide low-latency access (roughly 25 processor clocks) to the cores that need it, even
enabling data cloning if necessary. Compared
to the prior, off-chip L3 cache, this improves
latency by 6, while doubling the bandwidth to each core, even though the processor has grown from two to eight cores.
Essentially, each 4-Mbyte localized region
serves a dual role: primarily, as a victim cache
for its associated L2 cache and, secondarily,
as a victim cache for the other seven
4-Mbyte regions. A set of heuristics strike a
balance between these roles by monitoring
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and managing capacity and bandwidth allocation according to workload dynamics.
When a localized region evicts a cache line,
these heuristics first decide whether to route
the line to memory or to another L3 region.
If another region is selected and cloned copies exist, the line is merged with the clones. If
no clones exist, targeting heuristics determine
which of the seven other regions is the best
candidate. Cooperatively, heuristics within
the targeted region decide whether to accept
or reject the cache line.
Thus, the Power7 L3 cache features the
characteristics of both the massive, shared
pool of the L3 cache and the large, lowlatency L2 cache that were provided in
prior designs. Placing the L2 cache between
the core and the L3 cache provides a buffer
to dampen the core’s demand for bandwidth,
and an accelerator for providing data to the
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core at lower latency. The I/O signals that
would have been used by an off-chip L3
cache chip can be reallocated for other
functions.

Memory subsystem
A critical challenge in building an eight-core
chip is supplying ample memory bandwidth
and capacity to each core. We reengineered
the Power7 memory interface to support
high bandwidth per signal pin and highchannel utilization, yielding 100 GB/s of sustained memory bandwidth. Also, because of
the on-chip L3 cache, we allocated more signal pins to this function than in prior designs.
As Figure 4 shows, the memory subsystem has two integrated memory controllers
on the processor chip, with a large buffer
pool and 16 Kbytes of read/write data scheduling and reordering capability. Each
controller is connected to up to four proprietary memory buffer chips via a high-speed,
6.4-GHz differential-signaling interface.
Each buffer chip supports dual highfrequency DDR3 dual inline memory module (DIMM) ports for high bandwidth and
up to 32 Gbytes of memory capacity. By
providing 12 GB/s per core and 32-Gbyte
capacity per core, the processor maintains a
level of balance similar to IBM’s prior,
dual-core server chips.

Coherence protocol and multichip transport layer
Three critical elements for large-system
multisocket scalability are
 high volume of coherence management

transactions,
 low-latency resolution of such transac-

tions, and
 high volume of atomic-update and
locking primitives.
With the Power4 and Power5 processors,
IBM introduced a broadcast-based, lowlatency coherence protocol and transport layer
featuring dynamically distributed resolution
and supporting multiple sockets (16 for the
Power4, and 32 for the Power5). Having a
rich set of cache states serves a twofold purpose:
 It

accelerates specific transaction
sequences involved in atomic-update
and locking primitives.
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Figure 4. Power7 memory subsystem. This subsystem features dual
integrated memory controllers, each with four high-speed channels and
each connected to a buffer chip with dual DDR3 DRAM ports. (DDR3:
double data rate three.)

 It enables dynamically distributed reso-

lution, thereby letting any cache in
the system temporarily become the
arbitration point for any cache line.
This eliminates the multistage routing
needed by many industry-standard coherence transport layers that support
a static arbitration point (typically
where the memory resides). It also facilitates low-latency resolution for both
normal transactions and atomic-update
primitives.
Limiting the supported topologies enables
broadcasts to be nonblocking, so they can
complete in a fixed or bounded duration.
This further reduces resolution latency by
eliminating the need for a final acknowledgment phase. More importantly, the timebased first-in, first-out (FIFO) implied tracking, combined with the relaxed ordering rules
afforded by the PowerPC storage architecture,
considerably reduces the cost of tracking outstanding coherence operations. Consequently,
whereas a 32-chip Power6 system supports
more than 5,000 concurrent coherence operations, a 32-chip Power7 system supports more
than 20,000 such operations.
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Although the tracking structures supply
this high volume, sufficient off-chip signaling
bandwidth and internal coherence snoop
bandwidth are required as well. Furthermore,
despite enabling 1,024 threads in a 32-chip
Power7 system, surfacing a high enough
level of instantaneous demand to fully exploit the supply is challenging enough by itself. In many cases, inherent serialization in
the software can become the limiting factor.
Fortunately, the PowerPC architecture
lets the hardware aggressively reorder storage
operations. Just as an out-of-order core can
schedule a higher volume of instructions,
the processor’s ability to aggressively reorder
storage operations makes it possible to generate a significantly higher volume of coherence traffic demand.
Each of the Power7 processor’s off-chip
SMP interfaces provides 60 GB/s of bandwidth, for a total of 360 GB/s. This bandwidth is shared by coherence traffic and
data that is moved as a result of coherence
operations. Each coherence operation manages 128 bytes, and uses roughly 20 bytes of
bandwidth for each link it traverses. Coherence operations are snooped by the L2 caches,
the L3 cache regions, the memory controllers,
and the I/O controllers. These coherence
snoopers can process roughly two 128-byte
operations every 500 to 600 picoseconds,
yielding about 450 GB/s of snooper-limited
coherence bandwidth. Although they enable
significant increases in traffic volume, the
SMP links and snoopers by themselves
don’t allow large Power7 systems to support
a 4 to 5 improvement relative to
Power6 systems. Basic laws of physics prevent
these interfaces from scaling at the same rate
as computational throughput.
Anticipating this, we designed both the
Power6 and Power7 chips to enable a speculative, localized-scope coherence broadcast.
Additional cache states, a distributed directory in memory, and scope prediction heuristics enable partitioning the system into
multiple localized regions, such that each
region has full access to its SMP link
and snooper coherence bandwidth. When
speculation is successful, the link and
snooper bandwidths are effectively multiplied by the number of regions. For example,
dividing a large system into eight regions
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extends the 450-GB/s snooper bandwidth
to a theoretical peak of 3.6 Tbytes per second. Dividing a system into 32 (singlechip) regions extends the bandwidth to a
theoretical peak of 14.4 Tbytes per second.

Power management
The Power7 chip supports various adaptive power management features to allow
for scaling power with workload. To take
advantage of periods of idle activity, each
processor core on the Power7 chip can
implement two idle modes, nap and sleep,
to reduce power when there is no work for
it to do. In nap mode, a core will favor
latency over power reduction to provide the
best wake-up time. In this mode, all execution unit clocks are turned off. Optionally,
the frequency of the napping cores can be
independently reduced to save additional
power. Moreover, the caches and TLBs remain coherent to reduce wake-up time.
To optimize power reduction at the expense of some wake-up latency, each processor core also has a sleep function. In
sleep mode, a processor core purges its caches
so that it can turn off all of its clocks. Because the clocks are off, the core voltage to
the Power7 chip can be dropped below the
minimum allowed operational voltage to a
retention level. At the retention voltage, the
45-nm CMOS chip has very little leakage
current, but still retains state when the voltage is ramped back up and the clocks are
turned on. Thus, sleep mode avoids the
wake-up penalty of reinitializing configuration registers that is required when a core
awakes from a full power-off state, while
still providing most of the power savings.
During nonidle activity periods, the
Power7 provides mechanisms to dynamically
exploit non-worst-case workloads and environmental conditions. At 100 percent utilization, the processor’s pipeline depth is
tuned for optimal performance per watt of
power. To provide a steep power takedown curve as load decreases, the Power7
chip supports dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS) under the direction of a
small off-chip microcontroller that is built
into all Power7 systems. The EnergyScale
microcontroller monitors several on-chip
counters to measure system utilization and
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varies the chip’s frequency and voltage to
provide a more-than-quadratic power takedown curve. Once the minimum operation
voltage is reached, the controller continues
to reduce the core frequency at the minimum
voltage, providing linear power take-down.
Figure 5 shows how system AC power
decreases with workload in a Power7 system.
The eight cores on the chip share a common
voltage plane, allowing only chip-level processor current measurements. This makes it
difficult to isolate each individual processor
core’s power consumption. To solve this
problem, the Power7 chip implements a
power proxy consisting of more than 50 different architectural events, such as cache
misses, executed floating-point operations,
branch mispredictions, and register file
accesses. These activity events are programmably weighted and combined in hardware
into a single number. A constant representing
the clock-tree power, which depends only on
the current frequency, represents an estimate
of the core’s active transistor switching power.
EnergyScale software adjusts the hardware
proxy for the effects of leakage due to temperature and voltage. Digital thermal sensors
are embedded in the Power7 chip floorplan
so that localized temperature can be
accurately measured. The Power7 on-chip
memory controllers also support weightprogrammable, event-based power proxies
for the memory subsystem. These proxies
allow local state machines in the memory controller to augment traditional performancecentric scheduling of memory accesses with
power awareness.
Using these described capabilities, the
EnergyScale microcontroller determines
how to optimize performance per watt by
shifting allotted power between multiple
processors or by carefully balancing energy
consumption between the processor cores
and memory. For example, if turbo mode
is selected, the controller will boost the processor core frequency by up to 10 percent. It
does this by leveraging excess power capacity
from either non-worst-case workloads or unused cores that are in an idle or a reduced execution mode. Additionally, by using the
power proxy thresholding mechanism that
is available in the Power7 hardware, the
EnergyScale microcontroller can implement
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Figure 5. Mean system power per load level running the SPEC-power
benchmark workload. Power consumption in the Power7 decreases as the
workload is reduced.

a power-capping policy to enforce a hard
ceiling on system, or even data center,
power if desired, while preserving optimal
levels of performance on each processor core.

Reliability, availability, and serviceability
The Power7 chip provides high RAS features to our customers. Figure 6 highlights
some of these features. New to this design
is a 64-byte error-correcting code (ECC) algorithm in memory. This algorithm allows
a full 8-bit device failure to be corrected on
the fly. The memory buffer chip also has
the capability to support a spare device. If a
device fails, the memory controller can transfer corrected data to a spare device with no
impact to the customer. Combining the
new 64-byte ECC with a spare device provides protection against double-device failures
on 8 DDR3 memory. Another new feature
offered by the Power7 chip is selective memory mirroring, in which the customer chooses
address ranges of memory to be replicated
into split channel pairs. This mirroring technique can protect the portions of memory
used by the shared hypervisor that is managing the system’s computational resource
against full DIMM kills that could lead to
a full system outage. This feature can enable
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Figure 6. Reliability and availability in the Power7. Key features include
64-byte error-correcting code (ECC), tagged poisoning of memory upon
uncorrectable data errors, hardware-assisted scrubbing, dynamic sparing
on memory channel interfaces, an ECC-protected fabric bus interface
between processor chips and nodes, hot node add and repair, core
recovery, alternate processor recovery, and an InfiniBand interface with
redundant paths.

customers to use mirroring on a per-partition
basis to protect important (for instance,
mission-critical) workloads.
The Power7 system offers all the RAS features included in previous-generation Power
processors, such as hardware-assisted scrubbing, special uncorrectable error (SUE) handling (also known as tagged data poisoning),
dynamic sparing on memory channel interfaces, protection of the Power Hypervisor
(which manages the Power Virtual Machine)
from full DIMM failures, and redundant
oscillators.
Three mechanisms exist to provide resilience against faults that may develop in the
processor core. To provide processor core
recovery from transient errors, the Power7
leverages speculative execution resources by
flushing and retrying errors detected in
the general-purpose, floating-point, and
vector-scalar registers. The physical design
also stacks latches to decrease the soft-error
rate (SER). Alternate processor recovery can
be used for numerous recoverable errors in
which retrying the failed instruction
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continually fails because of a hard fault (or
a transient fault that is becoming less transient), without corrupting any architected
state or data. In this case, the mechanism suspends the threads on the now ‘‘bad’’ processor core and moves them to a different
processor core. The threads then resume execution from where they had previously
stopped (that is, the thread that experienced
the fault restarts operation on the failed instruction). There are other cases in which
the hardware detects that the fault has corrupted a state or data inside the core. In
such cases, the core-contained checkstop feature
isolates the outage caused by the unrecoverable core error to only the workload that
was running on the failing core at that time.
This will usually result in only a single partition termination, unless the core was running
hypervisor code at the time of the fault.
The new on-chip eDRAM continues
IBM’s tradition of high reliability, providing
ECC on all data to protect against soft errors.
Spare rows, columns, and line-delete features
are also included to correct any hard faults.
Moreover, the fabric bus interface to other
processor chips and nodes is ECC protected
and includes hot node add and repair. In addition, the I/O device bus is ECC protected
and also features hot device add and remove.
Finally, the InfiniBand interface provides
redundant paths for increased reliability.

T

he Power7 processor continues IBM’s
tradition of innovation in Power processors. This seventh-generation chip adds a
balanced multicore design, eDRAM technology, and four-way SMT to the Power
innovation portfolio. The balanced design
lets the processor scale from single-socket
blades to 32-socket 1,024-thread high-end
systems. This innovative design will provide
greater than a 4 performance increase per
chip compared to the Power6 processor.
IBM is currently working on future versions
of the Power chip family to provide greater
levels of system integration and additional
value to our customers. Future Power
processors will continue to offer virtualization, performance-power efficiency, and
reliable operation, while continuing the
tradition of providing increasing customer
MICRO
value through innovation.
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